LIGHTING
CHANDELIER CLUSTER
The Chandelier Cluster is the most versatile
canvas, mix-matching form and colour this
platform can harmonise with any interior.
The hand-blown handkerchief is inspired
by traditional Venetian techniques, no two
pendants are the same adding to the individual
nature of the entire work. Combinations of
modern colours complement mood provoking
interiors, providing you with the ability to create
cohesive, dynamic and thoughtful spaces.
Please contact us directly for your personal
professional consultation regarding what
colours and forms may best suit your interior.
Each pendant is sold with all fixtures including;
1.5m Black Chord, E27 Lampholder,
LED filament bulb, washers, chord grips.
A gathering ring is provided to ‘cluster’
the pendant chords together and deliver
the final aesthetic. Ceiling roses are
available on request with an added cost.
All pendants must be installed by a
certified electrician.

Size: Each pendant is approx. 30cm H x 20 - 25cm W
RRP $360.00 Each + GST + Freight. (Including Fixtures).
Colour: Various.

Groupings of 3, 6, 9, 12 or more are recommended.
Prices increase or decrease incrementally according to quantity.
Please inquire directly for accurate quote and availability.

LIGHTING
CANE SPHERE
Venetian style cane spheres overlay coloured
pendants to provide a multi-optional, multilayered depth of volume, space and form.
Any combination of colours can be specified.
The interior colour of the dynamic two-part
pendant will cast that coloured illumination.
To create the stripes in the work a two-part
process is required, firstly the solid coloured
cane (stripe) is pulled like candy, cut and then
picked up again on molten glass and blown
into the spherical form. Movement of the cane
can be seen in the form as it has progressed
through the making process.

MURRINE SPHERE
Venetian style Murrine spheres are created in
any combination of colours. We are always
available for consultation to suggest the ideal
colour combinations to deliver the best results.
To create the murine spheres a two-part process
is required, firstly combinations of coloured
cane are pulled like candy, these are then cut
and picked up again on molten glass and
blown into the spherical form. Movement of
the cane can be seen in the form as it has
progressed through the making process.

CANE

Size: Spherical Form with stripes 22cm H x 22cm W.
RRP: $450:00 each + GST + freight (including fixtures).
Cane Spherical Form with internal coloured pendant
RRP: $600:00 + GST + freight (including fixtures).

MURRINE

Size: 22cm H x 22cm W.
RRP $590.00 Each + GST + Freight. (Including Fixtures).
Colour: Various.

LIGHTING

CANE

MURRINE

PENDANT STYLE
We provide the canvas for you to play,
command and formulate what pendants will
work best for your space/s. Single pendants
or combinations of two or three components
are available.
SINGULAR COMPONENTS

RUTH specialises in custom projects working
closely with architects and interior designers
to actualise the potential of spaces within a
team dynamic. Alive to the social and cultural
aspects of place, RUTH lighting concepts are
functional, dynamic and commercially smart.

Colour Palette examples.

COMBINATION EXAMPLES

Cherry

Gold Ruby

Steel Blue

Jade

Pink Whisp

Alabaster

Please contact us directly for your personal
professional consultation regarding what
colours may best suit your interior.

1 x Pendant with Fixtures RRP: $290:00 + GST + Freight.
2 x Pendant combo with Fixtures RRP: $540:00 + GST + Freight.
3 x Pendant combo including fixtures RRP: $900:00 + GST + Freight.
Colour: Various.
Please contact Ruth directly for a precise quote.

LIGHTING
BOTTLE PENDANTS
RUTH creates bespoke up-cycled pendant
lighting specializing in domestic, commercial
and hospitality spaces.
Our Melbourne based studio collects bottles
from our local community to then wash, cut and
prepare for the hot process. Using traditional
glassblowing techniques and purpose built
equipment we heat, stretch, inflate and
manipulate each bottle into a unique artwork.
‘I enjoy participating in a sustainable movement
and contributing to creating environments that
spark peoples imagination and challenge
preconceived ideas of the world around them.”
Community is a cornerstone of thinking and
practice at RUTH inspiring us to forge vital
relationships with bartenders, restauranteurs
and barista’s, all of whom are excited to
save and collect beautiful bottles. Over time
we have become well connected throughout
Melbourne city carving alliances with souls
who are delighted by the notion that they are
contributing to an effort that makes a difference.
This work in itself sends a loud message about
humanities desire to live carefully and reject the
excessive nature of our material culture.

9 x Pendant Black Sambuca
RRP: $2850 + GST + Freight (including fixtures).

12 pendant Champagne Bottle Chandelier
RRP: $3750 + GST + Freight (including fixtures).

LIGHTING
BOTTLE PENDANTS
The BIG bottle was originally hand blown in
Italy and imported by a wine merchant who
ultimately ran out of warehouse space.
He contacted me with days to spare stating
that if I couldn’t take the 5 x pallets of them he
would need to throw them to recycling.
We have 120 in stock and once this quantity
is exhausted I can’t see myself getting my hands
on anymore… but who knows?
The base of the 15L bottle has been cut and
ground, the neck is turned Blackwood and
made in Melbourne.
The pendants weight is supported using a
perspex donut held by 2 x stainless hair line
cables rated at 9kg each, the lampholder self
locates into the donut during installation.
Illuminated by 30cm zig-zag LED bulb.
We encourage clients to save bottles with
sentimental significance.
A romantic dinner for two, Birthday, Anniversary,
a send off party for a work colleague, collect
your bottles, send them to us and we will
transform them into a life long commemoration
of your event for no extra cost.
If you would like to share our work easily with
a friend, client or colleague please visit this 2
minute video which succinctly delivers what our
reclaimed bottle business stands for and how
we do it. ruthallen.com.au/pages/about-us

Big Bottle pendant
Size: 605mm H x 180mm W.
RRP $590.00 + GST + Freight. (Including Fixtures).

Single Cointreau
RRP: $280:00 + GST + Freight. (Including Fixtures).
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ruthallen.com.au
TERMS & CONDITIONS
All pendants are sold with all fixtures installed and wired including;
1.5m Black Chord, E27 Lampholder, E27 LED filament bulb with expected 15 year illumination, washers and chord grips.
A copper gathering ring is provided for the chandeliers to ‘cluster’ the pendants together & deliver the final aesthetic.
Ceiling roses are available on request at an additional cost.
• Pendant lights must be installed by a qualified electrician and fixed to a weight bearing point capable of
holding at least 1kg/pendant.
• Each pendant is sandblasted to diffuse light evenly, they are then sealed to allow handling without leaving fingerprints.
• To clean, dust regularly with a feather duster. To remove any marks, grease or other impurities please use a soft cloth
with lukewarm water and a mild detergent. Never use detergents containing solvents or abrasives.

•
•
•
•
•

Sale to Retail Galleries/Stores is 20% less RRP
Sale off the floor to client or customer is 20% less RRP
Trade is 20% less RRP
On large orders a deposit of 50% is required before commencement of project, balance paid in full within 7 days of delivery.
If any breakages occur in transit RUTH management must be contacted within 24hrs of delivery, A photo must be supplied of
the broken pendant for a replacement to be sent.
• We endeavor to work hard to supply orders to you within 2-6 weeks, if this is not possible due to unforeseen circumstances
we will contact you immediately and make arrangements.

